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0,5 - 1 hours 12 - 80

Team Tactics

Team Tactics has only one simple rule: maximise the value 
of your poker chips.

Can your team adapt quickly to major changes? How do you 
proceed when each team follows a different strategy? How 
is communication within your team and between teams? 
And what if the information you rely on changes? Can you 
adapt your method and remain successful?

Learn with your team to deal with change and adapt flexibly 
to it.
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Each group tries to achieve the highest number of points in 
the game with the chips they have been given. To do this, 
the teams exchange information and/or chips but not 
everyone knows how much each colour is worth, which 
combinations are possible and... whether the information 
they have obtained is correct. 

Does your strategy keep its promises until the end or do you 
miss important information?

During this teambuilding, your team will learn that change 
can take you forward - if you adapt quickly and coordinate 
with each other. The biggest challenge is not change itself, 
but the ability to respond.
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Companies who choose Team Tactics are looking for a short activity 
that reflects the need for teams to be agile, responsive and flexible.

Team Tactics creates a highly competitive environment, in which 
the following two messages are key: “Opportunities abound. If you 
don’t seize them, your competitors will!” and “The biggest challenge is 
not change per se, but the ability to respond to it.”

 CREATIVE PEOPLE - 
BUILD STRONG BUSINESSES !
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➔ Ideal as a short meeting break

➔ Indoor

➔ Focus on strategy and communication

➔ Focus on negotiation & bluffing

➔ Dealing with change

➔ In BeNeFraLux, 100% mobile

➔ Language Dutch, French, English or a mix
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YOU CAN’T BUILD  SUCCESSFUL TEAMS
BUT YOU CAN INCITE THEM  TO EMERGE ! 

Want to know how we can take 
your team to a next level?

info@moodmaker.be

+32 53 42 68 11

Schedule a video call

Moodmaker specialises in the exciting field of team building and game-based training.

Since 2008, we have organised more than 270 events and team development programmes annually for 
multinationals, SMEs, governments and NGOs.

Our activities reflect our belief that human connection, meaningful relaxation and learning moments 
happen most effectively in a gamified context. This is how we support your team in achieving positive 
growth.

mailto:info@moodmaker.be
https://moodmaker.be/nl/plan-een-videogesprek/

